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Motivation is an important issue in sports training and competition. Zumtobel uses LED technology in all of its sports lighting products to achieve a maximum level of uniformity. This helps to promote good group cohesion and maintain the athletes' focus. And thanks to their luminous efficiency, Zumtobel's LED systems are as free of heat as they
are efficient. The fact that the luminaires are used in combination with LED high-performance spotlights means that the athletes are able to concentrate on their sports at all times. This also means that the athletes are not kept waiting on the sidelines as their time is increased by the luminaires. To help emergency lighting designers with any
questions relating to their lighting tasks, Zumtobel offers support services and consulting during installation of luminaires, and it also provides on-site training of the RESCLITE app. Thus, emergency lighting designers receive comprehensive advice on the selection of suitable luminaires. For that reason, Zumtobel has also developed a lighting

reference brochure (light functions and luminaire types) which is fully dedicated to emergency lighting. Mobile APP Award-winning Zumtobel ONLITE RESCLITE APP is available for free The mobile application Zumtobel ONLITE RESCLITE has been nominated for a BDI award in the category “Best of the year” in the field “Mobile App”. The BDI – the
German Best Design Awards – was presented in the framework of the BDA’s 25th anniversary. The nominees were selected by a group of 150 international design experts. Zumtobel ONLITE RESCLITE received the award for the best app of the year.
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Comfort is the essence of the Vesam lighting concept. Its ability to adapt to space and ambient conditions makes it the perfect solution for both formal and informal areas of the workplace. The designers of Vesam chose the latest LED technology for their products and are applying it in a new and innovative way. The luminaires feature the new
Zumtobel MIREL evolution, with an ultra-high lamp efficiency. In addition to the conventional fibre glass housing, the luminaires are available with a metal housing, offering a modern design featuring gentle, polished surfaces in a choice of colours. Additional benefits are a maximised colour rendering index of Ra > 80 and CRI > 95, a UV protection

class of IP65 and the possibility to use LED luminaires in the glare-free GALI mode. Furthermore, they are the first luminaires to be certified according to the new DALI lighting control system. Vesam luminaires are an ideal and cost-effective solution for application areas that require daylight, unobtrusive and exceptional lighting quality. They are also
perfectly suitable for handling and processing of food and beverage products. MIREL primes the accessories easily and reliably. The Luminaire Designer app from Zumtobel is available in both versions for iPad and iPhone. Light, modern and available in a wide selection of configuration options With its clear, unobtrusive and universally applicable

design, the luminaire developed by STUDIO AMBROZUS is able to exploit its full potential in terms of lighting quality and energy efficiency. With a colour rendering index of Ra > 80, the louvre luminaire is particularly suitable for the various visual tasks to be performed in offices. MIREL evolution is available as a recessed, lay-in and surface-mounted
luminaire in a square or linear version. 5ec8ef588b
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